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Computer simulations of interactions between ultrafine alumina
particles produced by an arc discharge
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(Received 25 September 1995; accepted 24 August 1996)

We wrote two computer programs,3D and BUMP, to interpret transmission electron
microscope (TEM) micrographs made during a study of the initial stage sintering of
ultrafine alumina particles (UFP’s, 20–50 nm in diameter). The first simulated the 3D
geometric relationships of particles, from which we concluded that surface diffusion w
the predominant sintering mechanism because no shrinkage occurred.BUMP simulated
random contact of two particles and showed that the particle chains that formed
before sintering were not formed purely by chance. Instead the particles experienced
rearrangement process (rotation and sliding) which reduced the total surface energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional sintering models assume spheric
particle shape, and isotropic surface energy and diffus
coefficient.1–17 The models break down when applie
to submicrometer particle sizes and materials w
anisotropic surface properties. To explore this ne
area of sintering science, a unique experiment w
carried out. Ultrafine alumina particles were produce
by an arc-discharge method, sintered in flight throu
a furnace, and collected and observed in a cle
UHV environment.18–22 The experimental results were
recorded on several hundred micrographs taken by
Hitachi UHV-H9000 TEM. Although several studies
related to sintering of ultrafine alumina have bee
reported, none was done in a well-controlled UH
environment.23–26

The information about the 3D arrangement of th
particles was critical to the successful deduction of t
sintering mechanism. Unfortunately, micrographs sho
only projected outlines of particles (Fig. 1). In som
cases when the particles are aligned well (in a know
crystal axis direction) a simple measurement of t
distances between each parallel pair of outline fac
would be enough and may determine their geomet
center and shape.27,28 In most cases the particles, whic
were in chains, were randomly oriented and their 3D r
lationships were impossible to determine by inspectio

Electron and x-ray diffraction revealed that the alu
mina particles had a spinel structure18,20 and nearly
uniform shape (see Sec. II), with only minor variation
These facts facilitated the development of simulatio
programs.

This paper consists of three parts. In Sec. II we d
fine two parameters (GRandV) to describe the geometric
shapes of particles. Each of the following two sectio
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describes a simulation program that was used as a
to solve one specific problem related to the study.

In Sec. III, the first computer program, named3D,
is described and its interactive operating procedures
briefly introduced by one example. This program help
us to find the most likely orientation and arrangeme
of particles observed in TEM micrographs and reduc
human bias to a minimum. The program also made
possible to determine whether the sintered particle p
shrank or not, thus helping to determine the predomin
sintering mechanism.

In Sec. IV, the second computer program, nam
BUMP, simulates the random contact conditions of tw
alumina particles and helps determine whether the
served nonsintered particle chains were formed pur
by chance (i.e., random contact) or not. If they form
by chance only, then experimental results should
identical to simulations; if rearrangement occurred, w
should be able to see differences between experime
and simulation results.

II. GEOMETRIC SHAPES OF ALUMINA PARTICLES

Since alumina is a very stable material and t
particles were produced from the vapor in a cle
environment, we probably can ignore re-evaporati
and contamination effects and assume that the parti
reached their equilibrium shape. For a particle with eq
librium shape, according to the Wulff construction, th
relative distance from the origin to a facet is proportion
to the surface energy of the facet29–32:

gi

hi


gj

hj
 · · · , (1)
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Low magnification view of collected (nonsintered) al
mina particle chains on the grid; (b) one chain of these sinte
particles.

wherehi andhj are the distances from a common cent
drawn normal to crystal facetsi and j, andgi andgj are
the surface energies of facetsi and j.

The particles are enclosed by three types of face
h100j, h111j, and h110j. In the absence ofh110j facets,
thenh100j andh111j define a cuboctahedron (Fig. 2). B
setting the distance from the origin toh100j to be unity
and varying the relative distance from the origin toh111j
from 0.577 (an octahedron, onlyh111j exists) to 1.732 (a
cube, onlyh100j exists), we can easily define the shap
of a cuboctahedron by the parameterGR (energy ratio):

GR 
g111

g100


h111

h100
, (2)

whereg111 andg100 are the surface energies ofh111j and
h100j, andh111 andh100 are the distances from origin to
facets h111j and h100j.
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FIG. 2. A cuboctahedron particle demonstrates the definition of t
shape-controlling factorGR (energy-ratio).GR is the ratio of the
normal distance from the particle center toh111j over that ofh100j;
GR also represents the relative surface energy ofh111j over h100j in
the Wulff construction.

We could have defined another energy ratio param
ter for g110 vs g100 and thus completed the constructio
of the typical shape of an alumina particle, i.e.,
cuboctahedron with addition ofh110j. However, since
the h110j is actually a hill-and-valley structure (Fig. 3)
composed of two sets of smallh111j facets with 109.5±

interangle,h110j are more like add-on facets.32 In other
words, the macroscopich110j does not coincide with
equilibrium shape as a flat surface; therefore, there is
physical justification to define ag110 vs g100 parameter.
Instead it is more reasonable to define ah110j size
parameter,V, as a function of the degree of developme
of h110j on a cuboctahedron:

V ;
1
2

µ
1 2

L
L0

∂
, (3)

whereL is the length of the intersection betweenh100j
and h111j, and L0 is the length whenh110j does not
exist; i.e.,L0 is the maximum length and the length o
the edge betweenh100j and h111j of a cuboctahedron
(Fig. 4). The size ofh110j can vary from zero [Fig. 4(a)]
to a maximum [Fig. 4(b)] when they impinge on eac
other. If there are noh110j planes,V  0; when the
h110j area is maximum thenV  0.5. The increase of
h110j area is at the expense of four surrounding face
two h111j and two h100j. Note that when theh110j
facet area increases, its four corners also shift towa
the center of the four intersection edges of surroundi
h111j and h100j (Fig. 4). After examining hundreds of
2, No. 1, Jan 1997
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FIG. 3. The h110j facets were actually decomposed into a hil
and-valley structure composed of two sets of smallh111j facets with
109.5± interangle. The surface geometry of the enlarged rectan
face, (101), is shown.

particles from TEM micrographs, by the help of progra
3D, we found that most particle shapes varied in a ve
small range,GR  0.98–1.01 andV  0.35–0.40.

III. PROGRAM 3D

A. General information

The program was written in Turbo Pascal 5.5 fo
IBM or compatible PC 286 and higher computers. B
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Theh110j area varies from zero (a) to the maximum (b) whe
it impinges on anotherh110j. In (a), theh110j area factorV is zero
(no h110j, L  L0), while in (b) V is 0.5 (maximumh110j, L  0).
Both figures were captured from the computer screen in3D graphic
mode. (See text for the definition ofV.)

cause of the large size and complexity of the progra
it would be inappropriate to try to delineate the pro
gramming or to give a detailed user guide. For mo
information please contact the authors.

The following four assumptions were made:
2, No. 1, Jan 1997 237
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(i) The particles are single crystals of cubic sym
metry. Another version of3D can handle particles with
other crystallographic systems, but in this study only t
cubic system is considered.

(ii) The particles have reached the equilibriu
shape. The energy ratio (GR) can be adequate only
when the Wulff construction is valid. This also implie
that twins, stacking faults, or other defects are absen

(iii) Only h100j, h111j, and h110j facets exist.
(iv) The hill-and-valley structure ofh110j was ig-

nored and those facets were treated as flat facets.

B. An example

The operating procedure of3D can be demonstrated
by a typical example. Figure 5(a) is a TEM micrograp
of three sintered particles in a chain. The geome

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) TEM micrograph of three sintered particles in a cha
(courtesy J. E. Bonevich). (b) A 3D geometric model of above th
particles. The broken lines were traced from the micrograph, and s
lines were generated by3D.
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model [Fig. 5(b)] of these three particles was derive
as follows:

(i) A digitizer was used to record the coordinate
(X and Y) of a series of points which best describ
the outline of the particles by connecting the poin
with straight lines. The coordinate data were saved
a 3D recognizable file format (template). The file ca
be loaded into3D and shown on the computer scree
[Fig. 6(a)].

(ii) 3D was started and three particles were define
(iii) The template file was loaded and shown o

the screen along with the particles defined in step
[Fig. 6(b)].

(iv) Each particle is moved to its probable positio
[Fig. 6(c)].

(v) The size, shape, and orientation of one partic
are adjusted by trial and error to match the templa
outline. The shape is changed by altering its energy ra
(GR) and h110j area parameter (V) [Fig. 6(d)].

(vi) Step 5 is repeated for the other two particle
[Fig. 6(e)]. Now we have a 2D model that can adequate
fit the template.

(vii) In steps 5 and 6, the particles are adjusted on
in y and z directions (the page surface) to match th
template outline, and there is no information aboutx
direction (vertical to the page). That is, the simulate
particles may not contact with each other if we see the
in 3D. Because we know in reality that these particl
do make contact, we need to adjust the position of ea
particle in thex direction until they contact each other
(This adjusting procedure can be done easily by viewi
from the side of the chain.) The geometric relationsh
in 3D can now be viewed in any desired direction b
rotation. Figure 6(f) shows one such view of the conta
between two particles.

C. Characteristics

3D provides a routine method to find geometr
shapes of particles by interactively responding to use
commands in graphic mode. Since the result of ea
command (whether it is a rotation, translation, ma
nification, zooming, or shape changing command) c
be observed on the screen immediately, the match
procedure is rapid. The program can describe parti
shapes over the entire range shown in Fig. 7.

D. Results

After examining several hundred micrographs, w
found no noticeable shrinkage in these sintered alum
particle pairs. This clearly indicated that surface diffu
sion was the predominant sintering mechanism whi
formed the necks. Although volume diffusion from su
face to neck and evaporation-deposition could also cre
2, No. 1, Jan 1997
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FIG. 6. (a – f) The3D operating procedure (see text).
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the same results, volume diffusion is expected to
too slow compared to surface diffusion, and the vap
pressure of alumina is sufficiently low at the sinterin
temperature that evaporation-condensation should no
a major factor.

IV. PROGRAM BUMP

A. General information

This program is an extension of3D and was written
in Turbo Pascal 6.0 for IBM or compatible PC 286 an
higher computers.

BUMP was intended to determine whether the o
served particle chains were created by chance, or
rearrangement occur after initial contact. Comparin
TEM micrographs of sintered and nonsintered partic
chains, we found little difference in either particle shap
or in their geometric arrangement. Thus, rearrangem
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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to a stable configuration must have occurred immediat
after any particle contacted another. It is reasonable
expect initial particle contact to be random, with th
exception of magnetic material chains.33–35 The program
BUMP was written to document random contacts, e
abling comparisons with observed particle to partic
relationships.

B. Six possible contact conditions

A typical alumina particle possesses 6h100j facets, 8
h111j facets, 12h110j facets, 72 edges (three types: edg
betweenh100j andh111j, h111j andh110j, andh100j and
h110j), and 48 corners. AlthoughBUMP can distinguish
these complicated contact conditions with little difficulty
it would be hard to make a meaningful compariso
due to the complexity. Therefore, we considered on
three elements: face, edge, and corner, and thus only
possible contact conditions, as shown in Fig. 8.
2, No. 1, Jan 1997 239
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FIG. 7. (a –r) Ten views of a cuboctahedron with addition ofh110j
facets in various orientations. Each shape has 26 faces: 6h100j
(octagon), 8h111j (hexagon), and 12h110j (rectangle). This figure
was generated by computer program3D.

C. Simulation algorithm

The results ofBUMP were obtained as the rela
tive frequency of occurrence of each of the abo
six contact conditions. In each run two particles we
brought together until they touched in one of the s
contacts. Figure 9 demonstrates the procedure of e
simulation. First, a predefined particle sits at the orig
with fixed shape and orientation [Fig. 9(a)]. Second, t
other particle is randomly oriented and put into a rando
position in space (b). Third, the second particle mov
240 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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along the line connecting the two particle centers
the farthest possible contact position, i.e., imagining th
each particle is enclosed within a sphere, and bring
them closer until the two spheres touch (c). Fourth, t
second particle is brought closer to the first one gradua
until they touch (d). The typical approach distance
each step was 0.001 nm.

Several assumptions were made in writing this pr
gram. First, the center-to-center approach of two p
ticles could adequately include all possible conta
with correct probabilities. Second, the hill-and-valle
structure ofh110j could be treated as flat facets. Since t
height difference of theh110j hill-and-valley structure
was on the order of one nanometer, one does not exp
any significant error. Third, edge-to-face and face-to-fa
elements were considered as contacting if the interan
between them was less than two degrees. A typical len
of a face or edge for a 20 nm diameter particle w
about 6 nm. Considering two 6 nm lines as the two sid
of a triangle, where the third side has the length of
atom (about 0.2 nm), the interangle between the lines
about two degrees. Therefore, an interangle less than
degrees meant no atom could fill in the space. In oth
words, the two elements were in contact. Fourth, if t
distance between a corner and another element was
than 0.2 nm, then it was counted as a corner contac

On a few occasions the contact fits into more th
one type of contact (Fig. 8). Two subgroups could
found. The first was contact (1), (3), (5), and (6), and t
second was contact (1), (2), (4), and (5). We assigned
order of priority as (6). (5) . (1) . (3) for the first
subgroup, and (5). (2) . (1) . (4) for the second. For
example, if a contact is face-to-face (6), it is also edg
to-face, type (5), since the edge is part of the face;
contact was counted as face-to-face.

BUMP shared a large portion of the code of3D, so
it could simulate particles of a wide range of shap
and sizes. Although it was not written for graphic mod
the output could be recorded and loaded into3D for
observation.

To confirm the correctness of the program, w
loaded all eleven face-to-face contacts in one test sim
lation (3000 runs) into3D, and observed that they wer
indeed face-to-face contacts. None of the eleven face
face contacts was fully overlapped.

D. Results

A typical simulation result is shown in Table I
where two 20 nm particles were brought together 10,0
times. Comparing this simulation to experimental resu
we noticed two things that were significantly differen
First, face-to-face contact was only 0.62% in the sim
lation, while about 80% of nonconstrained particles (n
constrained by other particles in chains) and more th
2, No. 1, Jan 1997
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face—
FIG. 8. Six possible contact conditions of two alumina particles with typical shape. Only three elements— corner, edge, and
were considered.
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half of constrained particles were face to face or ve
nearly so. Second, in the simulation only a few had go
particle alignment, while experimentally at least 60%
the particles had good alignment.

The simulation confirmed that the probability o
face-to-face contact was small, and the probability
full overlap was smaller still. The most probable co
tacts, corner-to-face and edge-to-edge, each with ab

TABLE I. One typical result for two 20 nm particles for 10,000 run

No. Contact conditions Times Percent (%

(1) Corner-to-corner 10 0.10
(2) Corner-to-edge 323 3.23
(3) Corner-to-face 3558 35.58
(4) Edge-to-edge 3609 36.09
(5) Edge-to-face 2438 24.38
(6) Face-to-face 62 0.62
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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36% probability, were hardly even found in the micro
graphs. Consequently, the usual fully overlapped face
face contacts led to the conclusion that there must h
been rotation and sliding of one particle with respect
the other after or just before contact was made. When
particles contacted by chance, the three most proba
contact conditions, namely, corner-to-face, edge-to-ed
and edge-to-face, might rotate into more stable positio
to reduce the total surface energies, for instance, int
partial face-to-face contact. If they had enough ene
to overcome the energy barrier, the partially contacti
faces can increase the contact area by sliding. Since
particles were of ultrafine size, the whole process m
proceed extremely fast.

V. CONCLUSION

Two computer programs,3D and BUMP, were de-
veloped to help interpret the micrographic results a
2, No. 1, Jan 1997 241
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242
FIG. 9. (a –d) The simulation procedure ofBUMP (see text).
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solved two specific problems.3D showed that the sin-
tered ultrafine alumina particle pairs had no shrinka
therefore, surface diffusion was the predominant sint
ing mechanism.BUMP showed that the original particle
chains before sintering were not formed purely by chan
contact. Instead, rotation and sliding brought the partic
into nearly fully overlapping face-to-face contact.
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